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INTRODUCTION

The school has become an increasingly popular setting for the administration of various types of psychotherapy to children. In conjunction with this growing prevalence, assessments of the effectiveness of school-based psychotherapy has also increased. Due to this growing variety of school-based psychotherapy literature, many qualitative reviews have been produced, examining and summarizing the relative effectiveness of a limited variety of such treatments.

However, difficulties were found among many qualitative reviews of the school-based psychotherapy literature. Such reviews were found to be very limited in scope, susceptible to a subjective sampling of the literature, and often difficult for the reviewer himself/herself to summarize due to varying design features in the studies chosen. Thus, these qualitative reviews, as well as others, often did not summarize the literature efficiently.

An alternative technique to the qualitative review is meta-analysis. This technique allows for a considerably larger sample of studies to be reviewed and summarizes them in quantitative terms. Thus, relative effectiveness can be ascertained and summarized efficiently. Furthermore, meta-
analysis provides an overall value indicating, in general, how effective the intervention is.

In an effort to summarize the school-based psychotherapy literature, a previous meta-analysis was performed by Prout and DeMartino in 1984. Their meta-analysis, however, was limited in many respects which, in turn, poses threats to the validity of the conclusions which they offered. The present study examines these limitations to Prout and DeMartino's review by first highlighting the primary threats to validity to which a meta-analysis may be susceptible, and then investigating the weaknesses of Prout and DeMartino's meta-analysis in terms of these threats. Finally, in an effort to overcome these shortcomings, alternative procedures are offered and thus applied, which bestows the primary purpose of this meta-analysis.
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

School-based psychotherapy has long been utilized in schools as a means for modifying behavior and adjustment problems as well as preventing them. Stemming from the child guidance movement of the 1920's, mental health professionals began to focus their attention on children in the schools. Referrals to external mental health resources grew in frequency and finally by the early 1960's, mental health professionals began entering the school setting offering a variety of consultation programs (Durlak, 1983).

The need for psychological services in the schools is in even greater demand and growth today. The prevalence of psychotherapy in the schools is emphasized by Achenbach (1982) who states, "Probably more troubled children are dealt with in educational settings than all other settings combined" (p. 77). Weiner (1982) estimated that 20% to 30% of the children entering elementary school possess behavior problems ranging from moderate to severe, and half of these children require professional treatment. Furthermore, the prevalence of school maladjustment has been estimated to range from 2% to 30% depending on the criteria used to judge the degree of maladaptation (Durlak, 1983). Therefore, the school provides an appropriate setting in
which to offer therapy to children and to conduct either primary or secondary prevention programs.

Evaluating the effectiveness of psychological services provided in schools is becoming an area of great concern and a recommended focus for future research (Kratochwill, Feld, & Van Someren, 1986). Although the literature contains many studies assessing the effects of various forms of therapy applied in school settings, we do not have a clear, systematic and empirical evaluation of the effects of school based treatment. This is so because of the limited focus of many reviews and the problems posed by research studies that make conclusions and interpretations difficult.

Many recent narrative reviews have evaluated specific dimensions of school-based psychotherapy. Prout and Harvey (1978), for example, evaluated studies of desensitization procedures applied toward school-related problems. The authors concluded that the reviewed studies demonstrated the efficacy of desensitization procedures, particularly when combined with in vivo and operant techniques for reducing such school-related problems. Expressing confidence in these results, Prout and Harvey (1978) stated that "the combined approach is both theoretically and clinically sound" (p. 538).

However, other reviews of school-based psychotherapy studies have not been able to provide such strong
conclusions. Many difficulties arise when reviewing the literature that limit the conclusions reviewers can draw from the recruited studies. One of the primary difficulties is selecting a representative sample of related studies. The problem of subjectivity in selecting studies poses a major threat to the validity of the literature review (Cooper & Rosenthal, 1980); thus it is important to select a sample of literature that is representative of its population. However, this may require obtaining a large sample of studies which, in turn, may be difficult for the narrative reviewer to handle. As the reviewer encounters an increasing number of related studies, he/she "must rely on an extraordinary ability to mentally juggle relationships among many variables" (Light & Pillemer, p. 4, 1984). As a result, the reviewer tends to cover only a small sample of the literature, allowing for an analysis of the literature that is easier to comprehend.

Another primary difficulty arises when the research for the review contains a variety of methodological flaws. Narrative reviewers have no way of evaluating empirically how different methodological features relate to therapy outcome. Thus, when the reviewed literature contains poorly designed investigations, more narrative reviewers are apt to withhold or greatly qualify their final conclusions until more rigorous research is produced. Shaw and Wursten's (1965) review of studies on group procedures
used in schools serves as an example. Covering the period from 1953 to 1963, Shaw and Wursten (1965) distinguished among three types of group procedures: direct treatment with the student, indirect treatments offered through teacher consultation, and indirect treatments offered through parent counseling. Based on their review, Shaw and Wursten (1965) were able to make a general conclusion that most of their studies reported "successful" outcomes, yet were apprehensive about accepting such results because many studies possessed "inadequate controls, inadequate statistical procedures, and inadequate outcome criteria" (p. 32). They attributed this to publication bias, where studies which produce significant or favorable outcomes are more likely to get published than those that are nonsignificant. Shaw and Wursten (1965) included a small proportion of unpublished studies in their review; however, with the larger proportion being published studies they felt they could not ignore the publication bias effect "as a possible contributing factor to the preponderance of 'successful' outcomes reported" (p. 32). The relationship between design quality, type of study (published or unpublished), and type of outcome (significant or nonsignificant) would be interesting to assess from a collection of related studies. However, this would be difficult to do so in a typical narrative literature review.
Similarly, a review by Henry and Kilmann (1979) on group counseling with high school students resulted in limited conclusions. Henry and Kilmann (1979) stated, "Overall, the poor quality of the research suggests that the case for high school group counseling has not yet been demonstrated" (p. 44).

Reviews involving studies of other school-based psychotherapies have experienced similar design complications. For example, Hobbs, Moguin, Tyroler, and Lahey (1980) and Gresham (1985) evaluated the clinical utility of cognitive behavioral therapy in treating children's school problems. Unfortunately, conclusions were impaired due to inherent methodological limitations found in many of the studies included in the reviews. Poor study characteristics such as invalid outcome measures, inadequate descriptions of treatment procedures, and unspecified subject characteristics precluded any further interpretations of cognitive behavioral therapy's techniques.

Other difficulties narrative reviewers encounter when summarizing a group of related studies are dissimilar study characteristics (i.e. types of therapy, subject characteristics, outcome measures) and mixed results. Such characteristics often hinder the reviewer from drawing general or specific conclusions. For example, Rosenbaum and Drabman (1979) analyzed studies employing self-control
training for children to assist them in appropriately managing their own academic and social behavior. Rosenbaum and Drabman (1979) focused on four elements of the procedure: self-recording, self-evaluation, self-determination contingencies, and self-instruction. In sum, they found that self-recording produced modest and short-term changes, but could be improved if used in conjunction with reinforcement contingencies. This was also found in another review (Gresham & Lemanek, 1983). However, studies demonstrating the value of self-determined contingencies as opposed to externally-determined contingencies for reducing disruptive classroom behavior provided mixed results, with some supporting the former intervention and others supporting the latter. This result was also found among the studies of self-instructional training. In an effort to resolve such diverse outcomes, Rosenbaum and Drabman (1979) suggested that "future studies (should) attempt to identify variables resulting in greater magnitude of behavior change" (p. 472).

Diverse design features also presented problems in reviews attempting to determine which of the various components of cognitive behavioral training improve children's behavior. Gresham and Lemanek (1983), for example, reviewed cognitive behavioral training, focusing on the techniques of modeling, coaching, a combination of techniques, and self-control training. Results indicated
that children in the treatment group significantly improved their rates of social interaction over controls. However, due to the differences across studies, Gresham and Lemanek (1983) noted that treatment effects may have depended on the peer orientation of target children, if the modeling film was narrated in the first person or third person, and the degree of model-observer similarity. In addition, Gresham and Lemanek (1983) noted that the outcome measures used were generally global rates of social interaction, which tends to demonstrate the overall rate of peer-oriented behavior rather than its quality, which may be a more important variable. Gresham and Lemanek's (1983) review suggests the need to determine not only what components of an intervention contribute to favorable results and which contribute to unfavorable results, but also what degree or magnitude of change is achieved by each.

As the above reviews have demonstrated, qualitative reviews of the literature are often limited by several problems that may be inherently difficult to overcome. For example, since a large sample of the literature is often difficult for the reviewer to summarize, a small and perhaps unrepresentative group of studies is reviewed. As a result, the qualitative review is open to selection bias in terms of the data evaluated. Furthermore, methodological limitations in the studies reviewed are
often encountered and cannot easily be reconciled, leading to in tenuous conclusions. In addition, studies may be theoretically similar yet contain unique design features, making it difficult to determine the relative effectiveness of alternative therapies. Problems also arise when studies share similar design characteristics yet produce opposing outcomes.

Finally, relationships of magnitude cannot be assessed from the qualitative review. For example, cognitive behavior therapy is made up of many techniques such as modeling and coaching. It would be advantageous for the researcher as well as the practitioner to discover how successful each technique is with differing populations as assessed by different outcome measures.

In summary, the traditional literature review process is open to an unsystematic, subjective, and hence, biased cummulation of studies (Light & Pillemer, 1984). Furthermore, magnitude of impact as well as relative impact cannot be assessed because of the qualitative nature of the review. Since these obstacles often stand in the way of accurately answering important research questions, such as the one proposed here (how effective is school-based psychotherapy?), an alternative approach was needed, one that could assist in overcoming the limitations associated with the narrative review.
META-ANALYSIS

One relatively new alternative that can quantitatively integrate and evaluate the literature while overcoming some of the problems associated with the conventional literature review is meta-analysis. Meta-analysis is a systematic and quantitative approach to aggregating the findings of primary research and can be a powerful approach for summarizing the characteristics and corresponding results of many related studies. Promulgated by Smith and Glass (1977), this method requires the use of all relevant primary studies found in the literature. Based on an explicit set of criteria, a representative sample of theoretically relevant studies is chosen for review. From the sampled literature, study characteristics (such as type of treatment, subject profiles, outcome measures, etc.) and statistical results are extracted and recorded. Effect sizes pertaining to the magnitude of change achieved on each outcome measure within each study can then be computed. Finally, these ES's are averaged thus yielding an overall number that indicates, in general, the impact of the intervention.

ADVANTAGES OF META-ANALYSIS

One of the main strengths of meta-analysis is its ability to summarize quantitatively in one common metric the research findings from a large collection of studies. With the ability to account for an enormous quantity of
related studies, a more extensive amount of essential information can be included in the review. As a result, the meta-analysis can summarize all selected research on a particular topic concisely.

Because meta-analysis is a quantitative approach to integrating study findings, it also has the ability to assess the magnitude of the treatment effect. Rather than indicating merely that a particular intervention is effective, the effect size produced from the meta-analysis establishes the specific degree to which the intervention is effective. Generally, the higher the effect size, the better the treatment. Because of this, meta-analysis is less conservative and more exact than qualitative (narrative) reviews. For example, a qualitative review would regard a positive yet nonsignificant result as failing to support the hypothesis, whereas meta-analysis enables the reviewer to quantify in a common metric the degree to which the result does support the hypothesis. In addition to providing magnitude, the effect size presents a direction; for example, some treatments may produce positive effects but others may produce negative effects. Meta-analysis permits a specific assessment of the proportion of both positive and negative effects.

Another advantage of the quantitative aspect of meta-analysis is that main effects and interactions involving variables of theoretical or empirical interest can be
evaluated. Interactions can be assessed by breaking down the overall effect size into prescribed subcategories, usually based on the research questions of interest. Relative impact can then be investigated by partialing out different variables of interest (type of treatment, nature of problem, type of measure, age of child, etc.) and examining their corresponding effect sizes. From this, research questions such as: "Under what circumstances does the treatment work best?" may be answered (Light & Pillemer, 1984, pp. 156-157). In addition, the reviewer can explore how various treatments influence a particular outcome measure or how various outcome measures impact on a particular treatment (Bryant, 1986).

Unlike the narrative review which generally organizes the studies' confounds in relation to their overall conclusions, interactions from a meta-analysis can provide insight into how methodological quality affects study results and how the two are related to a study's source (published or unpublished). Bangert-Drowns (1986) stated that "This is precisely what meta-analysis hopes to answer: are some regular patterns discernible in a body of studies on a given topic that show divergent outcomes?" (p. 388).

CRITICISMS AND CONCERNS OF META-ANALYSIS

Because it is a relatively new technique in the field of psychology, meta-analysis has not gone without criticism
Meta-analysis can suffer the same methodological problems as that of primary research (see Cook & Campbell, 1979), if not conducted properly (Bryant, 1986; Bryant & Wortman, 1984; Glass, McGaw & Smith, 1981; Wortman, 1983). These can be classified according to the four main types of validity: external, internal, construct, and statistical conclusion validity, which are discussed below.

External Validity. External validity refers to the extent to which the results of a study can be generalized to different populations, settings, or time periods (Cook & Campbell, 1979). Such generalizability is limited when only published studies are included in a meta-analysis. Thus, it is generally recommended that meta-analysts include published as well as unpublished studies (Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981; Light & Pillemer, 1984; Rosenthal, 1979; Strube & Hartmann, 1982; Sweeney, Anderson, & Bailey, 1986). Such sampling from a variety of sources may improve the external validity by enhancing generalizability and representativeness.

Furthermore, it is generally recommended that unpublished studies be included in order to avoid publication bias. Restricting the sample so that the meta-analysis includes only published studies, which seemingly manifest a higher proportion of significant results than unpublished studies, may inflate the overall ES thus
leading to erroneous conclusions.

**Internal validity.** One criticism relates to the internal validity of meta-analysis, that is, the degree to which one can infer a valid causal relationship between two variables (Cook & Campbell, 1979). Such a threat arises when poorly designed studies offering weak causal inferences are included in a meta-analysis. This criticism, which was primarily directed toward Smith and Glass’s (1977) research synthesis on psychotherapy, came from Eysenk (1978), who opposed the endeavor of including studies of inferior design quality in the meta-analysis (purportedly what Smith and Glass had done). His reference to the axiom "garbage in-garbage out" reflects Eysenk’s (1978) skepticism toward mixing flawed studies with higher quality studies and thus producing confounded results. Others share this concern as well (e.g. see Bryant & Wortman, 1984; Gallo, 1978; Kazdin & Wilson, 1978; Rachman & Wilson, 1980). However, throwing out studies on the basis of their design quality calls for making subjective judgments and thus introduces the possibility of bias. Because of this and because including such low quality studies will increase the data base, Smith, Glass, and Miller (1980) recommend including all relevant research in the meta-analysis.

In an effort to reduce these problems associated with internal validity, Strube and Hartmann (1982) proposed
that the studies entering into the meta-analysis should be weighted according to their quality. Thus, an evaluation of how design quality relates to study outcomes can be assessed. If studies of differing quality do not yield significantly different findings, then concerns about including studies of different design quality are greatly lessened. Mansfield and Busse (1977) suggested a procedure similar to Strube and Hartmann's (1982), but recommend throwing out studies of extremely low quality and weighting the remainder.

**Construct validity.** Another main concern about the meta-analytic procedure relates to construct validity. This refers to the degree to which the outcome measures are valid representations of the independent variables (Cook & Campbell, 1979). For example, the process of classifying a large variety of therapies into broad categories such as behavioral and nonbehavioral is analogous to lumping together "apples and oranges" (Gallo, 1978; Presby, 1978; Wortman, 1983). Presby claimed that this process ignores "important differences among the nonbehavioral therapies, for example," and thus these differences are canceled out, leading to erroneous conclusions about the different therapies (Presby, 1978, p. 514). According to Cook and Campbell (1979), in primary research "the dependent variables should not be dominated by irrelevant factors that make them measures of more or less than was intended"
This statement can be applied toward meta-analysis as well.

To overcome this problem, suggestions have been made to explicitly a priori specify the study's scope such as the treatments, outcome measures, subject population, and control/comparison groups of interest, and to account for the various forms of treatment separately (Bryant, 1986; Wortman, 1983). Thus, not only can effects from the "superclasses" of behavioral and nonbehavioral treatment be assessed, but also the various forms of treatment that make up the superclasses can be examined individually.

**Statistical Conclusion Validity.** This type of validity refers to the proper use of statistics in detecting cause and effect relationships (Cook & Campbell, 1979). One of the main concerns about the statistical conclusion validity of meta-analysis is how multiple measures within a single study should be dealt with when calculating effect sizes. A study may measure an outcome using a number of different instruments, each measuring a separate construct (such as cognitive ability, social ability, etc.), or each measuring the same construct. In addition, such instruments may be employed at multiple points in time. The general consensus is that such multiple measures are not independent and if analyses are based on ES's calculated for each outcome measure, then studies with multiple measures may contribute more to the
overall ES than studies with single measures. Thus, calculating an effect size for each outcome measure or each comparison may lead to repeated bias (Light & Pillemer, 1984).

One suggestion has been to classify the outcomes (or weight them) according to what they measure, such as cognitive ability, social ability, etc. (Strube, 1981; Strube & Hartmann, 1983). Another recommendation has been to average the effect sizes for multiple outcome measures within each study; thus the study becomes the unit of analysis (Rosenthal, 1984).

Although the meta-analytic procedure still has some challenges to overcome, it can be potentially superior to the traditional qualitative review because meta-analysis is, as stated by Fiske (1983) "more scientific and because (it) more closely approximate(s) the ideal in scientific work. As in the best of science, all steps are explicit" (p. 69). Nevertheless, meta-analysis is a new procedure in the field of psychology and thus "Its methods have not been perfected" (Fiske, 1983, p. 69). Thus, conclusions drawn from such meta-analyses are not necessarily or readily accepted by others. This brings us to the purpose of the present study.

A recent meta-analysis on the effectiveness of school-based studies of psychotherapy was conducted by Prout and DeMartino (1986). Using both "standard and
computerized search procedures" Prout and DeMartino (1986) located 33 published studies, which enabled them to calculate a total of 119 effect sizes. Based upon an average effect size of .58 from the 33 investigations, Prout and DeMartino concluded that school-based psychotherapy is "moderately effective" (p. 289). Unfortunately, several methodological problems in their review preclude accepting their major conclusion and the others they offered. These methodological complications will be examined and discussed below according to the threats to validity they pose. Following this, explicit procedures designed to overcome these problems to permit a more valid assessment of school-based psychotherapy will be provided.

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS WITH PROUT AND DEMARTINO'S REVIEW

External validity. Prout and DeMartino (1986) evaluated an inadequate sample of the literature. As noted above, Prout and DeMartino (1986) based their evidence on a review of only 33 studies, whereas a careful search of the literature appears to reveal a significantly larger sample of relevant studies. Restricting a review's sample size increases the probability of making a Type II error (Cook & Campbell, 1979). Also, because it is difficult to determine if their sample of studies was a representative one, the magnitude of the resulting effect size may be a biased depiction of school-based psychotherapy studies.
Although it is difficult if not impossible to sample all existing studies for a meta-analysis (Feldman, 1971), efforts should be made to sample the literature as thoroughly as possible to increase the generalizability of findings from the meta-analysis.

A second methodological problem relating to the external validity of their study was that Prout and DeMartino (1986) did not thoroughly specify their search procedures, making replication difficult. For example, they did not identify the journals, articles, texts, and abstracts that were searched, nor did they include details about their procedures for the computerized literature search. Since a thorough literature search is an essential precondition for obtaining a representative sample of relevant studies (Arkin, Cooper, & Kolditz, 1980; Rosenthal, 1979), the procedures used should be made explicit, particularly for the purpose of replication (Fiske, 1983).

A third threat to the external validity of their meta-analysis exists because Prout and DeMartino (1986) included only published studies in their evaluation, thus increasing the probability of publication bias. Significant results are more likely to get published (Bakan, 1967; Cook & Leviton, 1980; Greenwald, 1975; Smart, 1984; Sterling, 1959). Comparing results from a number of reviews, Smith (1980) reported that published
studies produce one-third larger effect sizes than unpublished studies. As a result, resting conclusions on the results of published studies only is likely to yield an overestimation of treatment effects. Therefore, as pointed out above, it has been recommended that both published and unpublished studies be used in the meta-analysis to increase the generalizability of the findings.

**Internal validity.** A potential threat to the internal validity of Prout and DeMartino's study (1986) relates to their definition of treatment. Prout and DeMartino (1986) chose not to include studies which involved parent counseling or teacher consultation. However, they stated that "In some cases, studies may have included indirect interventions as concurrent or adjunct treatments" (p. 287). From this statement, it is difficult to determine if such studies were in fact included in Prout and DeMartino's (1986) review, and if so, they did not disclose any further information about the studies, such as what type of and how many "indirect interventions" were used, with what other treatments were they used in conjunction, and what effect size did they yield. Providing this information enables other reviewers to assess the effectiveness of such treatments.

**Construct validity.** Ambiguous methodological descriptions within Prout and DeMartino's (1986) review introduced some complications. One difficulty involves
their definition of "school-based" studies. In order to be included in Prout and DeMartino's (1986) meta-analysis, studies had to involve "direct, active intervention by a professional helper (e.g. school psychologist, counselor), and be conducted in a school or deal with a school-related problem" (p. 287). This latter phrase is problematic because it allows for a potential violation of the school-based focus of their meta-analysis. For example, since children with attention deficit disorders frequently have difficulty managing their school behavior, virtually any treatment offered to such children in any setting could be included. Prout and DeMartino's (1986) definition of "school-based" is unclear and poses a threat to the construct validity of the independent variable in their review (Cook & Campbell, 1979; Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981; Wortman, 1983). Because of this, it would be tenuous to attribute their results for psychotherapeutic interventions specifically to the school setting.

A second construct validity problem relates to Prout and DeMartino's (1986) application Meltzoff and Kornreich's (1970) definition of psychotherapy:

The informed and planful application of techniques derived from established psychological principles, by persons qualified through training and experience to understand these principles and to apply these techniques with the intention of assisting
individuals to modify such personal characteristics as feelings, values, attitudes and behaviors which are judged by the therapist to be maladaptive or maladjustive. (p. 6)

Although the above definition is an acceptable one for psychotherapy, Prout and DeMartino (1986) actually included studies of normal children in their review. That is, studies of developmental counseling and prevention-oriented programs for school children who did not manifest any maladaptation or maladjustment were also evaluated. Not only did Prout and DeMartino (1986) fail to distinguish the types of target populations in the studies they reviewed, but also they did not present effect sizes separately for children with and without problems. Such confounding of target groups obscures potentially important interpretations and conclusions that may be drawn from school-based interventions. The current review included studies of both maladaptive and normal children but coded for the existence of child problems or lack of and assessed treatment effects as a function of the child's adjustment level.

**Statistical conclusion validity.** Prout and DeMartino (1986) computed separate effect sizes for each outcome measure for each study, thus treating them (i.e., outcome measures) independently. They computed 119 ES's from their pool of 33 studies. It is now generally recommended that
when a single study reports multiple outcome measures for a treatment, each outcome's effect be pooled; thus each study will yield only one average effect size, as discussed earlier (Light & Pillemer, 1984; Rosenthal, 1984). Prout and DeMartino were aware that their procedure creates problems and "at the judgment of the investigators" combined the data in studies with many outcome measures into only a few effect sizes. Nevertheless, they did not specify their procedures for doing this. Therefore, this approach appears unsystematic and allows for individual studies to contribute differentially to the overall results.

Secondly, Prout and DeMartino (1986) did not mention how they calculated effect sizes beyond the standard formula involving means and standard deviations. Since some studies do not always provide these basic data needed to calculate the effect size, other methods have been developed to use in such situations, for example when the study provides only the $E$ statistic or the $t$ statistic. Furthermore, the effect size may differ depending on the method by which it is calculated (for example, see Strube, 1981). Therefore, it is critical to report how effect sizes were calculated in different circumstances, and to assess the importance of these calculations in terms of study outcomes.

A third statistical conclusion validity limitation
refers to Prout and DeMartino's (1986) conclusion that group (average effect size = 0.63) and behavioral (0.85) therapies were more effective than individual (0.39) and nonbehavioral (0.40) interventions, respectively. Standard deviations were not reported for these categories and Prout and DeMartino apparently rested their conclusions on visual inspection of the data. In effect, they failed to capitalize on the main advantage of meta-analysis, namely that conclusions and interpretations are offered based upon statistical analyses of study results and characteristics rather than subjective judgments.

The purpose of the present review is to re-evaluate the effects of school-based psychotherapy using a representative sample of studies and following generally accepted meta-analytic procedures. In doing so, the following general questions are posed:

1. What is the overall effect of school-based psychotherapy?

2. How does effectiveness vary as a function of the theoretical nature of the treatment or its method of administration. That is, do behavioral and nonbehavioral therapies achieve similar results? Do differences appear when treatment is administered in groups to school children as opposed to individually?

3. Do design features influence therapeutic efficacy? That is, how does the overall experimental
quality of the research design (such as type of control group) and characteristics of the outcome measures (normative or non-normative) relate to outcome?

4. Does the effectiveness of school-based psychotherapy vary as a function of subject characteristics such as type of problem, age, and sex?

HYPOTHESES

In response to some of these questions, the following experimental hypotheses are offered based on the findings from meta-analytic reviews in general and the results of narrative reviews of therapy with children.

1. The overall effect of school-based psychotherapy will not be significantly different from the overall effect of psychotherapy with adults as reported in the meta-analytic review of Smith and Glass (1977). This hypothesis is corroborated by the findings of other meta-analyses of psychotherapy with children and adults, where similar overall effect sizes were obtained regardless of client age. For example, other meta-analyses of psychotherapy with children yielded overall effect sizes of 0.71 (Casey & Berman, 1985) and 0.79 (Weisz, et al., 1987). Similarly, meta-analyses of psychotherapy with adults yielded overall effect sizes of 0.93 (Shapiro & Shapiro, 1982) and 0.68 (Smith & Glass, 1977). Therefore, as stated above, it is expected that the current meta-analytic review of psychotherapy with children will yield an effect size
similar to that obtained by Smith and Glass (1977) in their meta-analytic review of psychotherapy with adults.

2. Behavioral treatment will yield significantly higher effect sizes than nonbehavioral treatment. This effect was demonstrated in other recent meta-analyses (Casey & Berman, 1985; Weisz et al., 1987), thus, this hypothesis was formulated based on such evidence in the literature.

3. Higher quality studies, that is studies which manifest eminent design quality such as random assignment to groups and normed outcome measures, will produce lower effect sizes relative to studies which manifest poor design quality. Studies which may be biased due to improper selection practices, use of nonnormative outcome measures, and attrition have been shown to produce larger estimates of outcome than those studies which employ random assignment to groups, normed outcome measures, and little or no attrition (Foulds, 1958; Mansfield & Busse, 1977; Wortman, 1983; Wortman & Bryant, 1985). This hypothesis was formulated based on such information.

4. Treatment effects will vary as a function of the child's adjustment level. The ordering of effect sizes from highest to lowest is expected to be: children with moderate to severe problems, children with mild problems, and normal children. No specific predictions are offered with respect to children whose problems are of an unknown
clinical nature. The rationale behind this hypothesis is that diagnostic measures are pathologically oriented, thus only serving those whom exhibit some degree of pathology. Furthermore, changes in normal children, such as self-esteem, are harder to achieve than changes in children with mild problems, such as anxiety/phobias. Therefore, it is presumed that children exhibiting moderate problems will be more susceptible to change, and to a larger degree of change, than those judged as having mild or no problems.

5. It is expected that treatment effects involving comparisons to attention-placebo controls will yield significantly lower effects sizes than comparisons which are made to no-treatment controls. The placebo control group's main purpose is to ascertain whether or not the attention received or expectations assumed by the subjects significantly contribute to the subjects' improvement. Studies employing both placebo and no treatment controls have found that when the treatment group is compared to the former the rate of improvement is smaller than comparisons to the no treatment controls (Landman & Dawes, 1982; Smith & Glass, 1977). This effect is expected in the current review as well.

6. Unpublished studies will yield significantly lower effect sizes than published studies. This hypothesis is supported by evidence that published studies produce larger estimates of outcome than unpublished studies.
(Glass, McGaw, & Smith 1981; Lane & Dunlap, 1978; Smart, 1964). As a result, it is surmised that publication policies are biased toward studies with significant findings, and thus published studies will inflate the actual effect size.
METHOD

There are several important differences between this review and Prout and DeMartino's (1986) regarding the review process and analytic procedures. Whenever these occur, they are noted.

QUALIFICATIONS AND CRITERIA

Studies qualified for this review if they meet each of the following five criteria.

1. Year of study's completion. Studies completed through the years 1962 to 1982 inclusive were reviewed.

2. Treatment vs. control comparison. Studies qualified if they contained at least one experimental group that was compared to at least one control group.

3. Who administered the treatment. Studies qualified if the treatment was administered by mental health professionals (those with a Ph.D. or M.A. in psychology, M.D. in psychiatry, social workers, and school guidance counselors) or professional trainees (graduate students in psychology, interns, practicum students, and psychiatric residents). Also, since Prout and DeMartino (1986) included studies in which treatments were conducted by one of the authors, and those in which the only description of the change agent was "experimenter," this
review included such studies as well. Presumably, these treatments were conducted by professionals. However, studies involving parent counseling or teacher consultation were excluded. Only studies involving direct treatment to children (that is, therapy administered specifically by the mental health professional to the child, as opposed to indirect therapy involving parents and teachers appropriately trained in mental health skills) were included.

4. Treatment context. This review included studies directed at modifying children's school adjustment. Prout and DeMartino (1986) included studies if they were conducted in the school or if the studies dealt with "a school-related problem." To be more explicit, the present review only included studies conducted in school settings.

5. Nature of the problem. Prout and DeMartino (1986) included studies of normal and maladapting children, developmental counseling interventions, and prevention-oriented programs. Such studies were included in this review as well, but the child's adjustment level was coded and analyzed in relation to outcome.

6. Age/Grade. The grade levels, which were not specified in Prout and DeMartino's (1986) review, include preschool, elementary school, junior high, and high school.

TO EVALUATE THE POSSIBILITY OF PUBLICATION BIAS, A REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE OF UNPUBLISHED DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS WAS SEARCHED, BOTH MANUALLY AND BY COMPUTER. A MANUAL SEARCH OF ALL DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS FROM 1962 TO 1982 WAS CONSIDERED TOO IMPractical. Therefore, the following procedure was used to obtain a representative sample of dissertations. First, a computer search of DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS was conducted using 43 search terms. From this, a large number of potentially relevant studies was identified. To determine the accuracy of this search, the computer-generated citations were checked against a sample of DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS that was searched manually. This was done by randomly selecting one year from each of three
decades covering the review period, resulting in an investigation of the years 1967, 1972, and 1982. For only one of these years (1972) the entire abstracts was searched. A random sample of ten issues of the Abstracts from each of the other two years was selected and examined. At this point, a comparison of the relevant studies found by the computer and manual searches was made, revealing the proportion of computer citations that were inappropriate (false positives). Generally, this occurred because the cited studies did not include therapy outcome studies, empirical assessments of outcome, or involved within subjects designs. The manual search uncovered three times as many relevant unpublished dissertations than the computer-generated search (false negatives). These findings remained generally consistent across the three years of the manual search. Thus, based on the number of false negatives and false positives produced by the computer search, an estimate of 300 relevant unpublished dissertations appeared during the years 1962 to 1982.

Because the computer search provided a fair approximation of both the distribution and the total number of relevant dissertations during the review period, a sample of unpublished dissertations was obtained in the following manner. An initial 15% random sample of dissertations was drawn from the original computer list, along with an additional 10% random sample of replacement
studies. The manner in which the replacement studies were used will be introduced following the discussion below concerning the procedures for obtaining dissertations.

Dissertations for review were secured as follows. The review period was stratified into four-year intervals (1982-1979, 1978-1975, 1974-1971, etc.) and studies were randomly selected accordingly. First, one of the randomly chosen studies was inspected in Dissertation Abstracts to ensure its relevance and was included if appropriate. Following this, two additional studies were selected by manually surveying entries on adjacent pages of Dissertation Abstracts, until two additional relevant studies were found. If the initial randomly selected study was judged inappropriate and/or irrelevant, three additional entries on adjacent pages were surveyed.

The selected dissertations were then obtained through interlibrary loan. As each study was received, it was inspected further to verify whether it met the qualifications for inclusion. Occasionally studies were judged nonuseable, either because the dissertation eventually became published, the effects of the treatment were qualitatively rather than quantitatively assessed, the empirical data were reported in such a way that no effect sizes could be calculated, or the design did not include a usable control group. However, the primary reason for eliminating studies from the initial sample was because
some institutions did not offer their dissertations for interlibrary loan. It was in anticipation of this practice that the 10% replacement sample was developed so that all nonuseable dissertations resulting from the first sample could be replaced with dissertations taken from the second sample. Replacement and initial studies were matched according to year of completion. The list of both the published and unpublished studies selected for review appears in Appendix A.

CODING OF STUDIES

Each study was coded on 44 variables, which were divided into eight major categories (The coding scheme appears in Appendix B). The categories include (1) basic identifying data (year of publication, source of study - published or unpublished); (2) design features (type of design, assignment to groups, sample size); characteristics of (3) the subject populations, (4) the therapists, (5) comparison groups, (6) treatments and (7) outcome measures; and finally, (8) how effect sizes were calculated.

Characteristics of the subject population were assessed by coding children's presenting problems. It was considered necessary to assess subject characteristics and degree of problem severity in order to determine whether treatment impact varies as a function of these variables. For example, it may be found that boys respond better to a
particular treatment than girls, or that children with clinical problems respond more/less favorably to a particular treatment than children with mild problems. To assess this information, a two-step process was required. First, problems were coded according to their general seriousness: (1) none; (2) mild; (3) those of uncertain nature or degree; and, (4) those reflecting moderate to severe school maladjustment (see Appendix B). Second, the problems of children falling into one of the latter three categories were further classified into one of 13 categories reflecting the continuum of internalizing and externalizing symptomology (see # 19 in Appendix B).

CALCULATION OF EFFECT SIZES

Whereas Prout and DeMartino (1986) used the standard deviation of the control group to calculate ES, this review used the pooled standard deviation in the denominator (Cohen, 1977). Thus, the following formula was applied for each study supplying the appropriate information:

\[
\frac{M_t - M_c}{\sqrt{\frac{(N_t - 1) \times SD_t^2 + (N_c - 1) \times SD_c^2}{N_t + N_c - 2}}}
\]

where \(M_t\) is the mean of the treatment group, \(M_c\) is the mean
of the control group, \(N_t\) and \(N_c\), and \(SD_t\) and \(SD_c\) are the sample sizes and standard deviation of the treatment and control groups, respectively. Prout and DeMartino (1986) provided no details on the calculation of ES's when means and SD's were not available. When such data were unavailable for this review, estimates of effect sizes were computed following the procedures described by Glass, McGaw and Smith (1981, chapter 5).

Two exceptions to these procedures are made. The first exception pertains to studies which include more than two groups, provide the group means and provide information from the ANOVA summary table (specifically the mean square \(E\) values between groups). Given this situation, ES's were calculated using Holmes' (1986) equation # 27 because of the ease of calculation.

The second exception includes Wortman and Bryant's (1985) adjusted effect size, to be used when treatment and control groups are nonequivalent. This equation corrects for an otherwise biased estimate of the treatment's impact by calculating two effect sizes, one for posttreatment and one for pretreatment scores. The corrected effect size is then computed by subtracting the pretreatment from the posttreatment ES. This formula was applied when the experimental and control groups differed at pretreatment. For example, this formula was used when a treatment group was comparatively inferior to controls at posttreatment,
but nevertheless made substantial progress compared to controls given pretreatment comparisons. If a finding for an outcome measure was not reported, or if it was described as nonsignificant and no further information was provided, the effect size for that measure was estimated as zero.

Overall, twelve different methods for calculating or estimating effect sizes were used, depending on the information provided in the study. Each method was coded accordingly because, as Strube and Hartmann (1983) noted, "the results of a meta-analysis may vary depending on the specific techniques used (to calculate an ES)" (p. 21). Prout and DeMartino (1986) computed 119 ES's from 33 studies, resulting in an average of three to four separate effect sizes per study. Thus, it appears that they treated each outcome measure within a study as independent when in fact they were dependent. Because Prout and DeMartino (1986) did not state their procedures for managing multiple outcome measures, the studies with such measures may have contributed disproportionately to their overall effect size. In an effort to deal with this issue, this review provided two overall effect sizes, one based on each outcome measure as the unit of analysis and one based on the study as the unit of analysis. This latter procedure corrects for nonindependence within studies and is recommended by other meta-analysts as well (Light & Pillemer, 1984; Landman & Dawes, 1982). Furthermore,
guided by the research hypotheses, this review pooled measures within a study comparison that were conceptually related. For example, when examining the relationship between the type of control group and effect size, comparisons within each study were pooled within each type of control group. Such pooling occurred only when measures within a comparison (e.g. attention-placebo control) were conceptually similar, and the methods by which the ES's were calculated were the same. Thus, identically coded measures within a comparison were combined and the effects sizes were averaged. This procedure is further explicated in the subsequent section.
RESULTS

OVERALL EFFECT SIZE

A total of 212 studies of school-based psychotherapy were analyzed, which produced 753 posttest effect sizes. Thus, there were an average of 3.75 comparisons per study (similar to Prout & DeMartino's 3.6). The overall average effect size of school-based psychotherapy produced from these data was .47 with a standard deviation of .70 (different from Prout & DeMartino's ES of .58). Based on this, it can be stated that the average person in the experimental group is better off than 68% of those in the control group. Furthermore, effect sizes ranged from -1.69 to +5.40 with negative ES's comprising only 10.4% of the total sample. Table 1 provides the effect sizes grouped into increments of .10 and their respective frequencies.

The generally recommended procedure of calculating one effect size per study was completed next. Using this procedure, a total of 206 effect sizes (one per study) were produced yielding an average overall effect size of .58 with a standard deviation of .72. (Six of the 212 studies were strictly follow-up studies with no posttest information and thus were excluded.) Based on these data, it can be stated that the average person in the treatment group is better off than 72% of those in the control group.
The ES's from the above two procedures are significantly different, \( t(957) = 1.96, p < .05, \) two-tailed.

The distribution of the ES's indicated a large frequency of zero ES's (\( N = 172 \)) as well as a small, but obvious proportion of outliers (see Table 1). A large percentage of zero ES's was expected primarily because, while coding the studies, it was found that several authors reported nonsignificant findings but did not provide any other statistical data with which to calculate an ES. As a result, the ES was estimated as zero. Thus, a conservative estimate of the treatment effect was used when such information was reported.

Because the largest ES was +5.40 it was necessary to examine this as well as other outliers. Outliers were defined as cases which fell beyond 3.5 standard deviations of the mean. Thus, any ES of 3.00 or greater fell into this category, resulting in a total of seven outliers. Each study yielding the outlier was carefully examined for unusual features relating to subjects, treatments, analyses, or outcome measures. Since no peculiar features in these areas were discovered that might contribute to the comparatively large ES's, all seven outliers were included in all analyses.

However, because these outliers increase the variances for each analysis, and because the presence of a large proportion of zeros affects the normality of the
Table 1

Distribution of Effect Sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>ES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1.64</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1.14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
distribution, some concerns arose regarding the results of the data analyses. With these points in mind, nonparametric tests (such as the Mann-Whitney U and the Kruskall Wallis) were applied to the data as well as parametric tests and a comparison was made between these two methods. However, this comparison revealed no significant differences in the resulting outcomes. Thus the results from parametric tests are reported here.

Furthermore, in addition to the initial parametric analyses, alternative analyses were conducted by using the same procedures but excluding the seven outliers as well as omitting all the zero ES's. Whenever results from these alternative analyses produced significantly different findings from the original analyses, the data are provided.

An overview of some of the characteristics of the reviewed studies is presented in Table 2. The average age of the child receiving school-based psychotherapy within this meta-analysis was 10.45 years (SD = 3.13), with a mode of 10.5 and a range of 3.8 to 18.0 years of age. Based on this age variable, four overall grade level categories were constructed, indicating that the majority of the sample (67%) was of elementary school age. The breakdowns for race could only be partially determined since 73% of the total sample of studies did not report this information. Nevertheless, the data from those who did provide this information are reported in Table 2. In terms of
### Table 2

#### Sample Characteristics and Demographics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>$\bar{X}$</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>3.8 - 18</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample N\textsuperscript{a}</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>8 - 1675</td>
<td>219.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Trmt</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>5 - 350</td>
<td>33.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N of Trmt Sessions</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1 - 160</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jr. High</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major./All White</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major./All Minor.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Severity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate/severe</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} Eliminating 6 studies with an unusually large sample size ($N > 915$) reduces the mean to 62.32 and the SD to 59.61.
children's presenting problems, 15.1% of the studies used subjects with no problems, 14.6% had children with problems that were mild in nature, and 29.7% were diagnosed with moderate to severe problems. The remaining 40.6% of the studies provided insufficient information so that the children's problems were coded as uncertain or unknown in nature.

Other sample descriptions include size of treatment group, length of treatment and number of treatment sessions. The size of the treatment group contained an average of 93 subjects with a mode of 24. The average treatment session lasted 39.65 minutes, with a mode of 30 and a range of 5 to 350 minutes, while the mean number of treatment sessions was 15.42 with a mode of 10 and a vast range from 1 to 160 sessions (see Table 2). In sum, the average person in this sample was 10.75 years old and participated in approximately 15 treatment sessions, each lasting about 40 minutes. With this general overview of the sample characteristics in mind, the next sections evaluate each of the experimental hypotheses.

SCHOOL-BASED VS. ADULT PSYCHOTHERAPY

The first hypothesis to be tested refers to the null hypothesis of no difference between the mean effect of school-based psychotherapy and psychotherapy with adults (primarily) as described by Smith and Glass (1977). This result is reported in Table 3. The headings in the table
refer to the form of the school-based data. The unaggregated form is essentially the data in their original, most basic form, with 784 posttest outcome measures, each with a corresponding effect size. Smith and Glass's data were of this nature as well, evidenced by their inclusion of 375 studies which yielded 833 effect sizes. A comparison of the unaggregated current data to that of Smith and Glass's indicated that the overall average effect size of .47 from the 753 effect sizes of school-based psychotherapy was significantly different from and smaller than Smith and Glass's average of .68 from their 833 effect sizes of adult psychotherapy, $t(1584) = 6.18, p < .01$, two-tailed.

The aggregated school-based data were also used to test this hypothesis, as reported in Table 3, principally because it has been recommended that the data be pooled in such a way. The aggregated data contain an average of the multiple ES's within each study, resulting in one mean ES per study. Thus, the comparison of the aggregated school-based mean ES of .58 produced from 206 ES's was not significantly different from Smith and Glass's adult psychotherapy mean of .68 produced from 833 effect sizes, $t(1037) = 1.82$, n.s. The mean from the aggregated data therefore supports the null hypothesis of no difference between school-based and adult psychotherapy.

These disparate findings primarily result from the
Table 3
School-based Psychotherapy ES VS. Smith and Glass's (1977)

Adult Psychotherapy ES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School-based</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .01

Aggregated Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School-based</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

t = 6.18*

* p < .01

#n.s.
different forms of the school-based data. It is difficult to verify which group of data accounts for a more worthy test of the hypothesis. Although the aggregated data set ensures independent ES's, the form of the unaggregated data is statistically comparable to Smith and Glass's (1977). Landman and Dawes (1982), however, did perform a similar meta-analysis on a subsample \( N = 42 \) of Smith and Glass's data, treating the data in aggregated form (the study was the unit of analysis). As a result, the aggregated ES resulting from Landman and Dawes' re-analysis could be compared to the aggregated ES of this meta-analysis. The aggregated effect size in their study was .90, which is significantly different from this study's aggregated effect size of .58, \( t(247) = 22.22, p < .001 \). Clearly, Landman and Dawes' ES of .90 is considerably larger than Smith and Glass's ES of .68. This difference may be due in part to aggregating the data or to the lack of dissertations in Landman and Dawes' subsample; dissertations were not included because they were too difficult to obtain. Thus, even though a similar comparison could be made between the present study's aggregated ES and Smith and Glass's aggregated ES through Landman and Dawes' re-analysis, unpublished studies were left out which may have increased the ES and thus provided for an inaccurate comparison with the present school-based ES.

Because a comparable match of the present data to
Smith and Glass's cannot be made, I am more inclined to place priority on the first test of this hypothesis. Thus, the data indicate a difference between school-based and adult psychotherapy, with school-based psychotherapy producing a significantly lower ES than Smith and Glass's ES of adult psychotherapy.

The remaining hypotheses do not include comparisons between these data and other's data, such as Smith and Glass's. Therefore, the data will be aggregated across the variables of interest since this procedure increases the independence of the resulting ES's. This will be explicated further as each test for each hypothesis is presented.

ATTENTION PLACEBO VS. NO-TREATMENT CONTROLS

The second hypothesis to be tested referred to finding significant differences among the control groups employed. In particular, it was hypothesized that the attention-placebo control group would yield a significantly larger effect size compared to the no-treatment control group. The data were analyzed in aggregated form so that for each study the effect sizes were averaged across each type of control group. For example, if one study utilized three outcome measures and two types of controls such as no treatment and attention placebo, a total of six effect sizes would initially be calculated. However, when the data are aggregated, a total of two effect sizes would
result, one for each type of control group. The total number of control group effect sizes produced from the data analyzed in aggregated form was 232. Thus, more than one type of control group was utilized within 30 studies. The mean's and N's per group are provided in Table 4.

A one-way ANOVA was used to test this hypothesis which resulted in nonsignificant differences among the three control groups, $F(2, 229) = .80$, n.s. Therefore, the type of control group used did not appear to affect the ES obtained.

BEHAVIORAL VS. NONBEHAVIORAL TREATMENT

It was hypothesized that behavioral treatment would yield significantly higher ES's than nonbehavioral treatment. Some of the behavioral treatment applied in this meta-analysis included modeling, rational-emotive therapy, self-instruction training, desensitization, cognitive-behavior therapy and covert reinforcement, whereas nonbehavioral treatment included client-centered therapy, values clarification, transactional analysis, and affective counseling. These two major categories of treatment (behavioral and nonbehavioral) were aggregated across the four control groups since type of control group did not influence the results. Therefore, if a study applying behavioral treatment contained four outcome measures and utilized two types of control groups, initially producing a total of eight ES's, it would be
Table 4

Mean Effect Sizes, Standard Deviations, and Sample Sizes as a Function of Type of Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Control Group</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Treatment Control</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attn Placebo Control</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiting-List Control</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $F = .80$, n.s.
reduced to one average ES corresponding specifically to the behavioral treatment. Similarly, if a study applied both behavioral and nonbehavioral treatment, four outcome measures and two types of controls, the data would be aggregated to produce two average effect sizes (from 16), each ES corresponding to the type of treatment.

Using the aggregated data set, there were a total of 104 studies of behavioral therapy and a total of 114 studies of nonbehavioral therapy. Given that only 206 studies were used and that the total \( N \) for type of treatment was 218, 12 studies applied both treatments. The average ES for behavioral treatment was .85 with a standard deviation of .81, while nonbehavioral treatment produced an average ES of .31 with a standard deviation of .54. A t-test was performed on these means, revealing a significant difference between the two therapies in support of the hypothesis, \( t(216) = 5.88, p < .001 \), one-tailed.

Since the value of behavioral treatment is almost three times greater than nonbehavioral treatment, the remaining hypotheses were examined by taking the dual classification of treatment into account. That is, two-way analyses of variance were used instead of t-tests or one-way ANOVA's that would normally be required to test each remaining hypothesis. Since results had already indicated that there was a significant effect for type of treatment, interest in the subsequent ANOVA's focused on the possible
interactions between treatment and other variables.

PUBLISHED VS. UNPUBLISHED STUDIES

It was hypothesized that published studies would produce significantly higher values than unpublished studies. A two-way ANOVA was used to test this hypothesis, with treatment (behavioral vs. nonbehavioral) as one independent variable and source (published vs. unpublished) as the second independent variable. Studies from books were eliminated from this analysis because there were only six studies of this category. Main effects were significant for both type of treatment and source of study, $F(208) = 30.23, p < .001$, and $F(208) = 5.05, p < .03$, respectively. But, the analysis of variance indicated a nonsignificant interaction, $F(1, 208) = .87, p < .35$. Cell means for type of treatment and source of study are provided in Table 5. Looking at the treatment means, an obvious difference exists, with behavioral treatment yielding a larger value than nonbehavioral, as predicted. An inspection of the source means indicates a large difference between the two variables, with published studies generating a significantly larger ES ($M = .66$) than unpublished studies ($M = .36$). In conclusion, the results support the hypothesis that source of study makes a difference, with published studies producing significantly higher ES's than unpublished studies.
### Table 5

**Mean Effect Sizes, Standard Deviations, and Sample Sizes for Type of Treatment by Source of study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Behavioral</th>
<th>Nonbehavioral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>( SD )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Published</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpublished</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Main effect for source, \( F(1,208) = 5.05, p < .03 \). Main effect for treatment, \( F(1,208) = 30.23, p < .001 \).
TYPE OF PRESENTING PROBLEM

The fifth hypothesis stated that children with moderate to severe problems will produce higher effect sizes than children with mild problems, while, in turn, children with mild problems will produce larger effect sizes than children with no problems. Before testing this hypothesis, type of presenting problem was aggregated within type of treatment, resulting in a total $N$ of 218.

To test this hypothesis a two-way ANOVA was performed, with type of treatment as one independent variable and presenting problem as the other independent variable. A main effect was found for the type of treatment but not for the levels of problem severity, $F(1, 210) = 33.87, p < .001, F(3, 210) = .28, n.s.$, respectively. This analysis revealed an interaction between the two variables which approaches significance, $F(3, 210) = 2.53, p < .06$. The cell means, SD's and $N$'s are provided in Table 6 and presented graphically in Figure 1. Since the interaction revealed a trend, a simple main effects analysis was performed which revealed a significant difference occurring between behavioral and nonbehavioral treatment for subjects with mild problems, moderate to severe problems, and for subjects whose problems were of an unknown nature, $p$'s $< .003$. It appears that children in these three categories benefit significantly more from behavioral treatment than from nonbehavioral treatment,
Table 6
Mean Effect Sizes, Standard Deviations, and Sample Sizes for Type of Treatment by Level of Problem Severity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Children's Level of Problem Severity</th>
<th>Behavioral M</th>
<th>Behavioral SD</th>
<th>Behavioral n</th>
<th>Nonbehavioral M</th>
<th>Nonbehavioral SD</th>
<th>Nonbehavioral n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Outliers and Zero Effect Sizes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>1.04&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>.24&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate/Severe</td>
<td>.76&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.30&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>.94&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>.24&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Outliers and Zero Effect Sizes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate/Severe</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Row means with different subscripts are significantly different at the .003 probability level based upon a test for simple main effects.
LEVEL OF PROBLEM SEVERITY

- Behavioral Treatment
- Nonbehavioral Treatment
whereas type of treatment does not make a difference for children who have no problems.

As noted in the bottom half of Table 6, the results differed when data from outliers and zero ES's were excluded. In the latter procedure, the interaction did not approach significance and there was no significant main effect for the type of problem, \( F(3, 186) = .92, p < .43; \) \( F(3, 186) = .94, p < .94, \) respectively.

QUALITY OF STUDY

It was hypothesized that those studies which manifested better design features would yield significantly lower effect sizes than those studies which demonstrate design features of poorer quality. Design variables included degree of attrition, group assignment procedure, and how subjects were selected for the study (source of Ss). Initially, a multiple regression analysis (MRA) was performed on these factors using SPSS\( _x \). To do this, attrition was calculated into percentages while the variables within the latter two factors (group assignment procedure and source of subjects) were dummy coded. The results revealed, however, that the correlations between each quality variable and effect size were nonsignificant. An inspection of the mean ES's for each of these variables (see Table 7) reveals that a large majority of the studies within this meta-analysis correspond to those features which constitute good study quality. Thus the range of
Table 7

Mean Effect Sizes, Standard Deviations, and Sample Sizes for the Four Variables of Study Quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group Assignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available, Intact</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Attrition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 5%</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 10%</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - 15%</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 - 20%</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21% or more</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of Subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-Oriented Msrmt.</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteers</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed/Other</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
quality was not evenly distributed; 86% of the studies used random assignment and matching procedures, 77-87% indicated 0-10% attrition, and 64% of the studies obtained their subjects based on problem-oriented measurements.

Since the degree of relationship between study quality and ES could not be ascertainable through the MRA due to the large percentage of studies manifesting appropriate design quality, a 2 x 2 (group assignment procedure x source of subjects) ANOVA was performed to determine if the differences among the effect sizes within each factor were significant and if they interacted. Results of this analysis revealed nonsignificant main effects for group assignment and source of subjects, $F(4, 185) = .67$, $F(2, 185) = .12$, respectively, as well as a nonsignificant interaction, $F(5, 185) = .48$. Thus the mean ES's corresponding to each group assignment procedure and source by which subjects were selected do not differ significantly from each other.

EXPLORATORY ANALYSES

Other analyses were performed as a means of investigating some post hoc questions for which no specific hypotheses were offered. Since a meta-analysis provides the researcher with a large supply of variables which can be tested in a number of different ways, exploring the data beyond the stated hypotheses was considered useful. Furthermore, such exploratory analyses enable other
researchers to profit more from the meta-analysis by shedding light on other variables which may be contributing to or supporting the results found for each of the above research questions.

For example, the previous data indicated behavioral treatment was superior to nonbehavioral treatment. Reasons for this superiority may lie in the measures used to assess the impact of such treatment. Behavioral treatment is often measured by some observable assessment such as number of truancies, on/off task behavior, verbal/physical aggression within the classroom, etc. Since these are observable events, they are often easier to measure (and perhaps easier to change) than those at the other end of the spectrum (e.g., unobservable events, such as self-esteem). As a result, type of measurement was explored in terms of how it affected the results of behavioral and nonbehavioral treatment.

The nine categories of outcome measures (listed in Appendix B, #33) were aggregated within each type of treatment so that if a behavioral treatment in one study, for example, was assessed by two achievement tests and three different independent behavioral observation measures, there would be two effect sizes for that study, each representing the aforementioned tools by which the behavioral treatment was assessed.

An inspection of the aggregated data revealed a small
N (3) for the nonindependent behavioral outcome measure, which generated a relatively large ES of .71. Because the cell size was so low, it was eliminated from the data analyses.

A two-way (treatment x type of outcome measure) ANOVA was performed, revealing a marginally significant main effect for outcome measure, $F(7, 387) = 1.84$, $p < .08$, and a marginally significant interaction, $F(7, 387) = 1.83$, $p < .08$. To examine the source(s) of this trend, a simple main effects was applied on these data. This analysis revealed that behavioral observations, normed rating scales (which includes behavioral checklists), and nonnormed rating scales, produced significantly higher ES's for behavioral treatment than for nonbehavioral treatment $p$'s < .003. Trends emerged in the same direction (behavioral > nonbehavioral treatment) for achievement tests, $p < .07$, and objective performance measures $p < .10$. Table 8 reveals the cell means for each of these variables.

The next exploratory probe considered whether an outcome measure's degree of specificity influences the ES's corresponding to each type of treatment. For example, do general or specific measures of treatment impact produce larger effect sizes? To test this possibility, the level of specificity (general/specific) was aggregated within each type of treatment and a two way (treatment x level of specificity) ANOVA was performed. There were no
Table 8

Mean Effect Sizes, Standard Deviations, and Sample Sizes for Type of Treatment by Type of Outcome Measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome Measure</th>
<th>Behavioral</th>
<th>NonBehavioral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indep behav observation</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer sociometric</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normed rating scale</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-normed rating scale</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement test</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other performance measure</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School grades</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective performance msr</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Two-way ANOVA revealed a nonsignificant interaction, $F(7, 387) = 1.83$, $p < .08$, and nonsignificant main effect for outcome measure, $F(7, 387) = 1.84$, $p < .08$. 
significant main effects but a significant two-way interaction was obtained, $F(1, 315) = 4.40, \ p < .04$. Inspection of the cell means (see Table 9) revealed that specific measures (e.g., behavioral observations) of the impact of behavioral treatment produce higher effect sizes than general measures of the same treatment (e.g., GPA). This variable did not make a difference, however, for the nonbehavioral treatment.

Different results occurred when outliers and zeros were eliminated. This analysis revealed significant main effects for both the level of specificity, $F(1, 267) = 4.28, \ p < .001$, and type of treatment, $F(1, 267) = 63.70, \ p < .04$, but no significant interaction. These means and cell sizes are provided in the bottom half of Table 9.

Another post-hoc interest which prompted exploratory analysis involved an inspection of how the source of outcome measure influences the ES for each type of treatment. Again, the data were aggregated within each treatment and the cell means were inspected. Eight cells (behavioral and nonbehavioral treatments crossed with the source categories of parents, therapist, mixed and other) contained $n$'s of less than four and, consequently, were eliminated. Following this, a 2-way ANOVA was applied revealing a marginally significant interaction between these two variables, $F(4, 343) = 2.16, \ p < .07$. To probe this trend, a simple main effects analysis was applied,
Table 9

Mean Effect Sizes, Standard Deviations and Sample Sizes for Type of Treatment by the Measure's Level of Specificity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Measure's Specificity</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Behavioral</th>
<th>NonBehavioral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Outliers and Zero Effect Sizes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific</td>
<td></td>
<td>.91&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Outliers and Zero Effect Sizes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific</td>
<td></td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Analyses with outliers and zero ES's produced a significant interaction, $E(1, 315) = 4.40, p < .04$. Row means with different subscripts indicate a significant difference at the .04 probability level. Analyses without outliers and zero ES's did not produce a significant interaction but obtained significant main effects for both treatment and source, $E(1, 267) = 63.70, p < .001$, $E(1, 267) = 4.28, p < .04$, respectively.
revealing differences between the two types of treatment when the sources of measurement were independent observers, teachers or school, or the subject (self-report). Each of these three sources of measurement yielded significantly higher effects sizes for behavioral treatment than for nonbehavioral treatment, p's < .005 (see Table 10).

Again, a difference was found between this analysis and the alternative analysis which excluded outliers and zero effect sizes. The latter analysis revealed only a significant main effect for the type of treatment $F(1, 269) = 53.44, p < .001$. A nonsignificant main effect was found for the source of the outcome measure, $F(4, 269) = .91$, and a nonsignificant interaction was indicated as well, $F(4, 269) = .77, n.s$. The effect sizes are provided in Table 10.

Finally, the last area of speculation concerned differences in the method by which effect sizes were calculated. To probe this question, it was necessary to eliminate the method by which ES's were estimated as zero, since this method obviously produced ES's different than the other procedures. Furthermore, although twelve methods were provided, nine were ultimately utilized. The method of calculating ES's based on correlations was never encountered, while change scores and raw data (both of which provided $M$'s and $SD$'s) elicited low frequencies and thus, for statistical purposes, were grouped under the
Table 10
Mean Effect Sizes, Standard Deviations, and Sample Sizes for Type of Treatment by Source of Outcome Measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Measure</th>
<th>Behavioral M</th>
<th>Behavioral SD</th>
<th>Behavioral n</th>
<th>Nonbehavioral M</th>
<th>Nonbehavioral SD</th>
<th>Nonbehavioral n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Outliers and Zero Effect Sizes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Observers</td>
<td>1.02&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>.14&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers/school</td>
<td>.66&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>.18&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.31</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers</td>
<td>.36&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.18&lt;sub&gt;b&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject/self-report</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance measure</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Outliers and Zero Effect Sizes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Observers</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers/school</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peers</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject/self-report</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance measure</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Row means with different subscripts are significantly different at the .005 probability level based upon a test for simple main effects.
method utilizing means and standard deviations (see the coding scheme in Appendix B).

A one-way ANOVA was applied to the remaining unaggregated data ($N = 576$), revealing significant differences among the methods, $F(7, 575) = 3.57$, $p < .0009$. The Scheffe' Multiple Range Test was applied to these data which indicated a significant difference between only two methods. Interestingly, this difference was found between the method using posttest means and standard deviations and the method which utilized the pretest, posttest correction, with the former method producing larger ES's than the latter method (see Table 11 for $M$'s and $SD$'s).
Table 11

The Method by Which ES's Were Calculated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of Calculation</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Means &amp; standard deviations&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA summary table</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-score</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCOVA</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probit analysis</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate from p value</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmes' method</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest-Posttest adjustment&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Based on post-hoc analyses, these two methods are significantly different from each other, p < .05.
DISCUSSION

The aim of the present meta-analysis of school-based psychotherapy was to refine and improve upon Prout and DeMartino's (1985) recent research synthesis of the same topic. These improvements enhanced the validity of the present meta-analysis accordingly (Bryant, 1986):

1. **External validity** - Compared to Prout and DeMartino, this meta-analysis included almost five times as many published studies (33 vs. 160), was composed of 25% unpublished studies (n = 52), and specified the exact scope of the review by restricting the setting to the school exclusively.

2. **Construct validity** - The characteristics of the sampled studies were defined and provided.

3. **Statistical conclusion validity** - Compared to Prout and DeMartino's meta-analysis, this research synthesis treated the data statistically in a dual manner - with multiple effect sizes per study as well as with one average effect size per study. Furthermore, the method by which each effect size was calculated was coded. Finally, the primary data analyses were guided by specific hypotheses, providing a more focused review.
Overall, such procedures resulted in a more representative sample of the school-based literature as well as a more extensive exploration of the data from the sampled studies.

A primary outcome of this meta-analysis was that the overall ES, .48, was similar to Prout and DeMartino's. However, what sets this finding apart from Prout and DeMartino's is the fact that unpublished studies comprised 25% of the total sample of this meta-analysis and such studies were subsequently found to produce significantly lower ES's than published. If strictly published studies were included in this review, the overall Effect size would have been .66. Other findings would also seem to be affected by the exclusion of unpublished studies, which may have inflated the ES attributable to a particular variable. Based on this as well as other evidence of similar differences in ES between published and unpublished studies (Duzinski, 1987; Smith, 1980), it seems imperative to include a sample of unpublished studies within the meta-analysis.

Another main finding from this review was that behavioral treatment produced significantly larger ES's than nonbehavioral treatment. This difference remained consistent across all analyses. Exploratory analyses indicated how this occurred. For example, the nature of the outcome measure by which the treatment was assessed may
have contributed to the difference between behavioral and nonbehavioral therapy, as evidenced by the marginally significant interaction of these two variables ($p < .08$), and particularly by significant and marginally significant simple main effects. This analysis indicated that behavioral treatment produced significantly larger ES's when its impact was assessed by independent behavioral observations, normed rating scales/behavior checklists, and non-normed measurements; marginally significant differences were found with objective performance measures and achievement tests. In turn, nonbehavioral treatment produced larger ES's (though not significant) when its impact was assessed by other (cognitive and behavioral) performance measures.

In light of these findings, two interpretations are possible. Either the nature of behavioral problems predisposes them to better means of therapy relative to nonbehavioral problems (perhaps because behavioral problems and treatment are more readily observable and accountable events); or perhaps the measures used in assessing behavioral problems provide a more accurate or specific assessment of the problem of interest than measures used in assessing nonbehavioral problems.

One finding which offers partial support for the latter interpretation is that specific, behavioral measures produced significantly larger ES's in comparison to
specific, nonbehavioral measures. More evidence, however, was found when outliers and zero effect sizes were eliminated. This resulted in main effects for both variables so that specific measures of treatment impact yielded significantly higher ES's than general measures. Thus, in explaining the superiority of behavioral treatment, perhaps behavioral measures are more specific assessments of such treatment and, as a result yield larger ES's than nonbehavioral measures.

Behavioral treatment was also found to be more successful than nonbehavioral treatment for maladapting children, having its greatest impact (and nonbehavioral treatment having its lowest impact) on children whose problems were mild in nature. In contrast, children who had no problems benefited equally well from either treatment. Children in this latter category received treatment primarily for preventive purposes; that is, to facilitate or advance their present, normal conditions as a means of avoiding the development of any problems. Thus, when children do not have any apparent psychological problems, the probability of successful school-based therapy does not favor one particular type of treatment over another. In contrast, behavioral intervention appears to be the treatment of choice for maladapting children, at least when treatment is offered in the schools. However, it must be noted that when outliers and zero ES's were
eliminated behavioral treatment was significantly more beneficial for all levels of children's problem severity, including those who had no problems.

Based on this evidence, it does not appear as if children with severe problems are less susceptible to change as a result of school-based therapy than those with less severe problems, or (in some cases) than those who have no problems. Furthermore, behavioral treatment was beneficial across all levels of problem severity (with the possible exception of the group with no problems).

One surprising result was the failure to find any significant differences in ES as a function of the type of control group used in the study. Based on previous data (Duzinski, 1987; Landman & Dawes, 1982; Smith & Glass, 1977) it was presumed that nonspecific attention given to children would be beneficial. Perhaps the attention provided to control groups within school settings is not as strong as those provided within other settings. For example, the ease of communication within a school (due to the proximity of the students/subjects) may influence the amount of information control subjects learn about the treatment groups. For instance, compensatory rivalry may result when the no-treatment control subjects learn about the desirable therapy that the treatment group is receiving, and thus try to compete with the treatment groups' gains. Similarly, resentful demoralization may
result when the attention-placebo control group learns that they are not receiving the same treatment as those in the experimental group. Thus, the attention-placebo control group may try to retaliate by acting out more, giving up on difficult academic tasks, etc. These two "threats to internal validity" (Cook & Campbell, 1979) offer possible explanations regarding the nonsignificant differences among the control groups.

An evaluation of study quality was difficult to obtain since most of the studies included in this meta-analysis manifested appropriate design features, such as matching and/or random assignment to groups, 0-10% attrition, and obtaining subjects through problem-oriented measurements. As a result, the degree of relationship between design quality and effect size could not be discernable from a multiple regression analysis. Furthermore, differences in effect size appeared large among the group assignment procedures and the sources by which subjects were acquired, but such differences were nonsignificant, nor did these two variables produce an interaction.

In sum, although design quality could not be probed to the extent desired, such an effort allowed for an inspection of the nature of the studies which constitute this meta-analysis as well as those which constitute the school-based psychotherapy literature in general. The
majority of studies which contributed to the overall ES of school-based psychotherapy reflected appropriate design features, which enhanced the accuracy by which the true effect of school-based psychotherapy could be discerned. Thus, it is unfortunate that the full range of design quality could not be examined here, but it is equally fortunate that this meta-analysis is composed mainly of credible studies.

Finally, an examination was made of the various methods by which effect sizes were calculated, to determine whether or not the method influenced the ES value. The results revealed a significant difference between the method which used posttest $M$'s and $SD$'s and the method which appropriately corrected for or adjusted posttest $M$'s and $SD$'s with pretest values. The former method yielded significantly larger ES's than the latter method. It appears that the correction method is more conservative in the sense that it cancels out any gains or recognizes any losses the subjects might have manifested at pretest in comparison to the controls. The correction method thus yields the ES corresponding specifically to the true impact of the treatment. Based on this result, it appears that the pretest correction method is a necessary procedure which should be utilized in future meta-analyses, particularly when pretest data indicate a difference between the treatment and control groups.
LIMITATIONS

One of the primary concerns of this meta-analysis is the large number of zero ES's. While such a distribution is common among meta-analyses (Wolf, 1986), observance was still made regarding the robustness of such results. For the most part, major findings were unaffected by the large quantity of zeros and outliers, as evidenced by analyses excluding such variables. Essentially, such results demonstrate the robustness of obtained findings. Nevertheless, the zero ES's remain a focus of concern. It is suggested that future studies report sufficient data (M's and SD's) of measures yielding nonsignificant results, so that meta-analysts can obtain a more accurate account of effect sizes for nonsignificant outcomes to avoid a large frequency of zero effect sizes.

Another limitation of this meta-analysis regards the broad treatment classifications of behavioral and nonbehavioral. Such "superclasses," according to Presby (1978) "ignore important differences among the behavioral and nonbehavioral therapies, for example, the superior effects of rational-emotive therapy (RET) as compared to the others in that class" (p. 514). The point made here is that some particular forms of treatments within each group may have been more (or less) effective than others. That is, one subtype of treatment may be carrying most of the ES weight. Furthermore, delineating the various behavioral
and nonbehavioral treatments and their ES's would indicate the relative effectiveness of each treatment and thus assist practitioners in deciding which specific treatment to use when faced with a choice.

In hindsight, it appears that many of the treatments which made up these two categories in this review were not frequent and similar enough to develop such subcategories; the range and variety of treatments appear to be very large. Furthermore, in some cases, the authors did not thoroughly describe the treatment process, making potential classification difficult or very subjective. Thus, developing subcategories within the behavioral and nonbehavioral "superclasses" may have resulted in a wide range of treatments, and possibly a large number classified as ambiguous.

Nevertheless, it would be useful to discover if a few similar therapies consistently provide higher ES's within each treatment group. Providing such a breakdown of the two therapies within the school-based literature would require, prior to coding the studies, a thorough explication of rules and criteria which could be used in objectively determining the subgroup in which each treatment could fall.

In conclusion, school-based psychotherapy is considered moderately effective overall, with the average child in the treatment group benefiting more from the
therapy than 68% of those in the control group. The ES found in this review was identical to Prout and DeMartino's, however, the scope of this review was not the same and thus a direct comparison cannot be made. It was also found that behavioral treatment consistently exhibited more successful outcomes than nonbehavioral treatment. These results may be due in part to the type of assessment measures used, the nature of the child's problem (behavioral problems may be relatively easier to measure and change), or to the efficacy of the treatment itself. Thus, is it the nature of the measure, the problem, the treatment, or all three? This is a difficult question to answer, but it would be of great use to identify each variable's contribution. Such information cannot be answered based on the data in this meta-analysis, but we do know that overall behavioral treatment was more effective than nonbehavioral treatment, particularly when assessed by objective performance measures and independent behavioral observations. Hopefully, findings from this meta-analysis will help subsequent efforts attempting to uncover further variables which interact with or effect the efficacy of school-based psychotherapy.
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### APPENDIX B

**Coding Scheme For Meta-analysis Of Psychotherapy With Children**

#### I. Study Characteristics

1. Study ID# (001-999) (1-3)
2. Year of publication (code last two digits) (4-5)
3. Source (1-5)
   - 1=published article
   - 2=book
   - 3=dissertation
   - 4=conference paper
   - 5=other
4. Total number of treatment groups (7-8)
5. Total number of comparisons (9-10)
6. Total number of outcome measures (11-12)
7. Follow-up data available (1-2)
   - 1=yes
   - 2=no

#### II. Design Characteristics

8. Type of design (1-5)
   - 1=Pretest-Posttest with nonequivalent control group (NECG)
   - 2=posttest only with NECG
   - 3=randomized true experiment
   - 4=other (e.g. matching)
   - 5=not available
9. Group assignment procedure (1-6) (15)
1 = random
2 = matching
3 = available intact
4 = voluntary self-selection
5 = other
6 = not available

10. Total sample size-assigned (all treatment groups and control groups) (16-18)

11. Total sample size-completed posttest (all treatment groups and control groups) (19-21)
Not ascertainable code 00

12. Overall quality code for this study (22)

III. Subject Information

13. Number of males in total sample (23-25)
Number unknown code 99

14. Mean age of subjects to the nearest tenth yr. (26-27)
Number unknown code 00

15. Ethnic sample characteristics (1-4) (28)
1 = majority or all white
2 = majority or all minority
3 = mixed
4 = unknown

16. Special sample characteristics (1-6) (29)
1 = retarded
2 = learning disabled
3 = underachievers
4 = other
5 = unknown
6 = none

17. Source of subjects (1-7) (30)
1 = clinical inpatients
2 = clinical outpatients seeking treatment
3 = volunteers for special project
4 = subjects chosen through problem-oriented observation, measurement, or recommendation
5 = convenient
6 = mixed/other
7 = unknown
18. General seriousness of problem (1-4) (31)

1 = none
2 = mild
3 = of uncertain nature/degree
4 = moderate to severe

19. Target problem (1-15) (32-33)

1 = social isolate
2 = fears/phobias
3 = anxiety
4 = enuresis
5 = somatic problems
6 = depression
7 = other or mix of 1-6

(1-7 indicate internalizing symptomatology)

8 = impulsive/hyperactive
9 = non-compliant/management problem/behavior problem
10 = psychotic/autistic
11 = other or mix of 8-10
12 = social skills, undefined

(8-12 indicate externalizing symptomatology)

13 = mix of 1-12
14 = none
15 = unknown

20. Academic learning problems (1-3) (34)

1 = present
2 = absent
3 = unknown

IV. Therapist Characteristics

21. Number of therapists (35-36)

(code 0 for unknown)
22. Experience level of therapist (1-8) (37)

1=mental health professionals (PhD in Psychology, social work; MD in Psychiatry; school guidance counselor)
2=professional trainees (graduate students in psychology, interns, practicum students, psychiatric residents)
3=parents
4=teacher
5=other non-professionals
6="experimenter"  7=mixed  8=unknown

V. Comparison Information

23. Comparison Number (38-39)

24. Type of Comparison (1-4) (40)

1=treatment vs. control
2=behavioral vs. nonbehavioral
3=individual vs. group
4=combination

25. Type of Control Group (1-6) (41)

1=none
2=no treatment (assume if not stated)
3=wait-list
4=attention-placebo
5=other
6=not available

26. Sample size of treatment group for this comparison (42-44)

27. Sample size of control group for this comparison (45-47)

VI. Treatment Characteristics

28. Type of treatment (1-4) (48)

1=behavioral
2=nonbehavioral
3=mixed
4=unknown
29. Method of delivery (1-4) (49)
   1=individual
   2=group
   3=mixed
   4=unknown

30. Number of treatment sessions (50-51)
   (code 0 for unknown)

31. Average length of treatment sessions in minutes (52-54)
   (code 99 for unknown)

32. Treatment setting (1-9) (55)
   1=school
   2=home
   3=mental health, community mental health or psychology/psychiatry clinic
   4=general hospital or dental clinic
   5=residential treatment center (psychiatric or special school)
   6=camp
   7=combination of at least two of the above
   8=other
   9=unknown

VII. Characteristics of Outcome Measures

33. Type of outcome measure (1-9) (56)
   1=independent behavioral observation
   2=nonindependent behavioral observation
   3=peer sociometric
   4=normed rating scale or behavioral checklist
      (or psychometrically adequate - someone else has used it before)
   5=nonnormative/experimenter constructed instrument
   6=achievement test or intellectual measure
   7=other performance measure (e.g. MFF)
   8=school grades
   9=objective performance measure (e.g. days in school, arrests, approaching feared object)
34. Source of outcome measure (1-10) (57-58)
1 = independent observers
2 = parents
3 = therapist
4 = teachers/school
5 = peers
6 = subject self-report
7 = subject performance measure (on an achievement, IQ, or cognitive measure)
8 = other (expert judges, not independent observers, or therapists, or 1-7)
9 = mixed
10 = unknown

35. Dimension of adjustment (1-10) (59-60)
1 = fear/anxiety
2 = cognitive skills
3 = global adjustment
4 = social adjustment/social skills
5 = achievement
6 = personality
7 = self-esteem
8 = bed-wetting
9 = mixed
10 = unknown

36. Specific or generalized impact of treatment (1-2) (61)
1 = specific
2 = generalized

37. Type of adjustment or change measured (1-8) (62)
1 = behavioral
2 = personality
3 = academic performance
4 = sociometric
5 = cognitive tempo
6 = cognitive problem-solving skills
7 = physiological measure
8 = other

VIII. Effect Size Information

38. Reliability of measure (63)
(code 999 if not available)

39. Effect size at posttreatment (64-67)
40. Length of follow-up (in weeks) (68-70)
41. Effect size at follow-up (71-75)
42. How effect size was calculated (1-12) (76-77)

1=means/standard deviations
2=anova summary table
3=t score
4=raw data
5=ANCOVA
6=chi square/nonparametric
7=change scores
8=estimate from p
9=correlations
10=nonsignificant and no statistical info.
11=Holmes method
12=posttest adjustment

43. Source of data (1-3) (78)

1=standard information provided
2=data drawn from graphs
3=2-week test-retest reliabilities used with change scores

44. Number of this outcome measure (79-80)
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